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If you could have a
superpower what would
it be?

GO AROUND



Go Around
Objectives

Critical Race Theory
#FreeGrace

Creative Activity
Share Out
Closing

AGENDA



Nashers will apply the theories of critical
race theory to better understand how systems
of oppression have shaped the conditions of

their lives

OBJECTIVE



The view that the law and other legal
institutions are inherently racist and race
itself, instead of being biologically grounded
and natural, is a socially constructed concept
that is used by white people to further their
economic and political interests at the expense
of people of color

WHAT IS CRITICAL RACE THEORY?



EXAMPLES OF LEGAL
RACISM IN US HISTORY



1792
Freed Blacks have their voting
rights revoked. 

1619
Chattel slavery is a legal form
of economic labor growth in the
US cotton and tobacco industry.



1788
Jim Crow as legalized segregation

1994
Bill Clinton passes Three Strikes
law which significantly increases
US mass incarceration rate. 

1970'S TO PRESENT
War on Drugs becomes a national

campaign that targets Black,
Hispanic and impoverished

communities



ADULTIFICATION BIAS

A form of racial prejudice where children of "minority groups," such as
African American girls, are treated as being more mature than they actually
are by a reasonable social standard of development. 

HOW DOES THIS AFFECT BLACK
GIRLS? 



A report by US News revealed that black girls are
twice as likely to be suspended from school due

to racist and sexist stereotypes that school
officials and educators hold.

SCHOOL SUSPENSION

Black girls receive disproportionate infraction
referrals for "disruptive behavior," dress code

violations, disobedience, and aggressive
behaviors that aren't aligned with white

standards of femininity

EUROCENTRIC BEAUTY
STANDARDS

Black girls are viewed as less innocent and more
adult-like. A survey perceived black girls as
needing less nurturing, less protection, less
support, less comfort, more independence, are
knowledgeable about adult topics, and know more
about sex.

Which leads to more aggressive and punitive
consequences. 

SOCIETY'S PERCEPTION





CYNTOIA BROWN
Arrested at 15 years old and tried as an
adult for murder and robbery after
shooting and escaping her rapist who held
her captive for months. Was released at
the age of 31. 

LATASHA HARLINS
15 years old shot in the back of the head in a
convenient store by Korean owner who thought she
was stealing. Video footage showed Harlins
paying for her drink. Korean woman only
sentenced to probation and community service.

GRACE
Currently serving time in a juvenile
facility for "violating her parole" by not
doing her class assignments virtually even
though she has a documented IEP and needs
learning support



WHAT ARE SOME
THOUGHTS THAT COME

UP FOR YOU? 



Take 10 minutes to
get some sunlight,
water, snack,
breathe, stretch...

BREAK TIME











Write an encouraging letter
of support to Grace. Tell

her about yourself. Talk to
her about your understanding

of her situation and how
it's wrong. Give her

something to look forward
to.

CREATIVE ACTIVITY


